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Spanish 4                                      

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

essential understanding                   
Spain is more than a country is a continent in great cultural diversity. Spain is and has always 
been a true cultural mosaic. Everywhere, are the roots of the Hispanic language and culture 
transplanted to other lands. In Spain, the past has been reconciled with the present and projected 
as a bridge to the future. 

La Mezquita de Cordoba 

“El que lee mucho y anda mucho, ve mucho y sabe mucho.” ~ Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra. 

overview

This unit is designed to increase the cultural/language competency of Spanish 4 level. While 
expanding your cultural knowledge by studying Spain’s culture, historical events, to meet some 
of Spain’s most important historical figure, and to visit historical and artistic sites. You will 
improve your listening, speaking, and writing skills. You will boost listening skills through 
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videos, Audio, and dictations in Spanish. Speaking skills increase through discussions, role 
plays, and questions following each reading of articles and short stories. Writing skills are 
addressed with daily grammar exercises, comprehension questions, and paragraphs written as 
literacy responses to required reading. Comprehension skills are practiced by summarizing, 
completing exercises, developing graphic organizers, historical time lines as well as other visual 
aides.

 The goal is to help you to become life long learners and users of the foreign language and 
expand your social dimension by working in pairs and small groups. Interactive notebook per 
unit are required and form part of the assessment. The interactive notebook should include the 
reading guides to the articles and short stories, notes taken in class, and assessment. 

Guiding question 1: 

What is the meaning of the year 1942 for the history of Spain and the Islamic world? 

Lessons: Bring your interactive notebook to all lessons 

_____ Spain history and culture 

_____ Stem-changing verbs 

_____Verbs with spelling changes and Irregular verbs 

_____ Don Quijote de la Mancha 

WEEK ONE- individual work : Oct 25- 31st 

______1. Opening lesson:  Grammar lesson on Stem-changing and Irregular verbs. Pg. G21. 
Place your lesson information in your interactive notebook and choose a way to 
demonstrate how you will learn and study the lesson (Example: Create flashcards, record 
practicing the pronunciations learned, write a short commercial using the verbs 
conjugated in class) or create a flip chart on Stem-changing verbs conjugations. 

_____ 2. Practice grammar: Do Exercises A, B, C on pg. G22. Place your work in your 
interactive notebook. 

_____ 3. Lecture: Introduction to the “Three wonders of Islamic art in Spain” Pg. 80.

_____4.  Vocabulary in context: Decide what is the meaning of the words in bold based on the 
context of the sentence. Pg. 82
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____ 5. Quizlet: take a quiz online to see how much you’ve learned about “Tres maravillas 
del arte islamico” in Spain.  

WEEK TWO- individual work-- Nov 1st- 9th 

_____ 1. Introduction to the lesson: Don Quijote de la mancha. 

_____2. Read: “Don Quijote de la mancha by Miguel de Cervantes Saavedraon pg. 83-86.

_____3. Continued reading “Don Quijote de la mancha” and to expand your Spanish 
vocabulary do palabras como clave: aventura on Pg. 88. Please don’t forget to record 
them in your Interactive notebook. 

____ 4. Warm up questions: Answer the following questions. (See handout).  

_____5. Vocabulary study: After reading “Don Quijote de la mancha” look up some words and 
expressions in the english-spanish dictionary and make your own sentences. (see 
vocabulary handout). 

WEEK TWO-Group Work- Nov 13th- 16th 

_____ 1. Work in pairs or groups of three and make and present a dramatization from the reading
‘Don Quijote de la mancha”.  

_____ 2. Choose from one of the unique moments in the life of Fernando and Isabel for 
example the realization of the Reconquest, the first news of the discovery of the New 
World, or another that you prefer.

______ 3. Group presentation (See rubric for guidelines). Due Nov 16th 

Assessment-   Due Nov 17th 

____Friday 17th:  Interactive notebook check in (Please make sure your week’s lessons are all 
included in the notebook). 

____Friday 17th: Test on conjugations 

____Friday 17th: Writing composition in Spanish of about 100 words, within the frame 
presented. Your composition should start like this: In this chapter, what I like most about 
Don Quixote is… I would like to / I would not like to be like Don Quixote because...
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